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Introduction
he information contained in this manual is designed to give the Yoga & Meditation- Teacher Training, a comprehensive and concise foundation for the practice and teaching of Yoga. This
manual is inspired by a non-dual, philosophy that all of us, in all our various forms, shapes and
cultures, are, at heart, forms of the Divine. It is my hope that it will give you the tools to teach a safe,
fun, and effective yoga class and inspire you to continue your study of yoga in whichever direction
your heart leads you.

This manual is created as part of the Teacher Training in summer 2015 in Leh/ Ladakh in Northindia.
It is to be understood as a workbook. It has no claim to completeness and is the result of our own
studies and experiences, but also includes sequences from other manuals, the Internet, as well as
numerous books and sources. The Gaiatreeschool Association does not claim to intellectual property,
rather than a collection and context sensitive summary for the purpose of self-study and monitoring
during the teacher training.
For full guidance on improvement and additions or errors we are very grateful.
What is it what you face in your body to begin with? In the realm of senses, you face illness and
disease. The word “dis-ease” is composed of two different words “disturbance” and “ease”. When
the ease of the body is disturbed, then it is disease. To manage that, yogis formulated ways in which
this body can be balance. In order to deal with the body they came up with the system of HATHA
Yoga. Contrary to popular belief that Hatha Yoga is only the practise of physical asanas and nothing
more, it is an important aspect of Yoga. Like this training course hatha yoga is the kinder garden to
get yourself admitted before you can continue your study in higher levels. Admission to yoga takes
place trough hatha Yoga; it does not take place trough dhyana or meditation, kriya Yoga or kundalini
yoga. You are admitted in yoga education when you begin hatha yoga, something with which you can
physically identify. The body is something gross, physical, material, visible and experimental. On your
travel through, you comes up to higher levels of yoga, with different techniques in all levels in our
mind – matter system. During this course you will touch some of them and you will get a glimpse of
what yoga is!

From my experience and understanding, yoga is not confined to the classroom learning. You have to
apply the yogic principles and practise in your daily life. What are these principles? Practise,
sadhana, lifestyle and culture. This is the progression of yoga. The majority people going to yoga
class, doing some exercises, some relaxation, and some meditation and walk out saying: “I have done
my yoga”. Sorry, you have done not. One has to go through these four stages from practise to
cultivation of yogic culture. I classify the hatha yoga teacher as a kinder garden teacher. The primary
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school subject of yoga is sadhana, in which you have to pick up one thing and master. So you will
absorb it: understand, the process, develop the right mentality. That is sadhana! When you start
incorporating yogic principles into your life, than yoga becomes a part of our lifestyle. It reflects in
your behaviour and interactions. This disciplined, positive and awakened individual helps to you as
well as others, family, society, the nation and the world. Yogic lifestyle is the college subject of yoga.
When this becomes an inseparable part of your life then they come forward as yogic culture.
May all sentient beings have happiness and its causes,
May all sentient beings be free of suffering and its causes,
May all sentient beings never be separated from bliss without suffering,
May all sentient beings be in equanimity, free of bias, attachment and anger.
The 200 hours Gaiatree teacher training follows a set curriculum and time sequence. It is logicalstructural, content and time into 6 sections.

I.Yama & Niyama; II. Prana and Apana; III. Cleaning & Concentration;
IV. Vipassana Meditation Retreat; V. Sthiram & Sukham;
VI. Saithilya & Samadhi

An overview about the whole curriculum you will find in that manual. The sections are assigned into
various instructional and teaching units (hatha yoga, jnana yoga, anatomy, mantras / sanskrit,
methodology).
For practical reasons, the course is applied on a weekly basis from monday to saturday. Sunday is off.
The daily schedule follows a set rhythm and includes guided yoga - practice, meditation, teaching and
self study. The day starts at 6:30 a.m. with self- practise and will finish at 7:00 p.m. with meditation.
Whenever you need help or support feel free enough to ask your teacher for advice.

SHANTI MANTRA – OM SAHANA VAVATU
(universal Mantra)

Om Sahana Vavatu, Sahanau Bhunaktu
Sahaveeryam Karavavahai.
Tejas Vinavati Tamastuma.
vidhwishavahai
Om Shanti Shanti Shantihi

May He protect both of us. May He nourish both of us.
May we both acquire the capacity (to study and understand the scriptures).
May our study be brilliant.
May we not argue with each other.
Om peace, peace, peace.
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Acknowledgement:: Teaching Yoga is an art of living
efore I began teachingg yoga, I worked as teacher in a h
highschool
ighschool and as school founder. I’m a child of
the peaceful revolution in the east part of Germany in 1989. This time conditioned me for the rest of
my life. Since childhood I had a dream, a great desire. I wanted travel to India. The GDR (German
Democratic
ic Republic) was a communist country and they defend themselves with a fence. Citizens
could not move outside.

The “physically liberation” came with th
the peaceful revolution
and onward I started step by step my spiritual life
life. My first
visit to India in 1993,, was the beginning
beginning. At the same time I
found the school network SCHKOLA in the political triangle
German/ Czech/ Poland. Integral education in a wholesome
way is the main purpose of teaching young children’s, the new
generation and the only way for cha
changing our world. The input
for this came to me from insight, from intuition
intuition.
If I arrived Delhi, and when I touched the Indian earth I felt like
“back home”.. From now onward we spent most of our holidays
and travelled together with my wife Anke and our daughter
Katja in Bharata (Sanskrit- India). In India I came in contact with
Yoga and started the fist level: Practising hatha yoga.
In subsequent years, I fulfilled my duties and filled my roles as husband, father, teacher, and managing director
as best as I could, without losing contact to yoga. Much more strengthened was my longing,
longing to learn more
about and practice Yoga. I attended a Yoga
Yoga- Vidya – Teacher- Training course, completed several studies and
yoga retreats and attend numerous regulatio
regulations. Gradually began the second phase: Sadhana,
Sadhana with more
determination and focus on individual areas of yoga. I realized more and more that yoga is not only the practice
of asanas. Breathing exercises and kkriya became a daily practice and so I felt that yogic
gic lifestyle (yama /
niyama/ asana/ pranayama/ dharana)
arana) influenced and touched all other areas of my life. 2009 finally, I decided
to tread my way in yoga even more concentrated and we went along with my wife for three years to India. It
was the second transformation
ansformation for me, after the “physically liberation” in 1989. With this decision the third
step starts: Yoga lifestyle- bhakti
hakti Yoga
Yoga.. Yoga as a life lesson also includes responsibility and compassion for
others (karma Yoga).. In this way we created togethe
togetherr with Ananta, a good Indian friend, the Gaiatree
Foundation and the Gaiatreeschool in Odisha. Friends from home helped us with implementation and
financing. In Leh, we started at the same time w
with the Buddhist Mahabodhi the Yoga- Highschool
High
and a little
later arose in Banbourtong / Northern Thailand a meditation retreat centre. In the year of 2014 with friends
from home we found the German non profit organisation “Gaiatreeschool e.V.”.. An object of this association is
the spread of Yoga in all its aspects,, tradition and shapes.
This is my wish, my duty my life, my happiness and joy. Om Shanti! I thank you expressly and wholeheartedly
on all of my teachers, masters and gurus. Thanks to my wife Anke, who has always supported me and all my
friends, who have accompanied me on my yoga- way and support.
May all beings be happy, may all beings be peaceful, and may all beings be liberated.

India, April 2015

Mike Narada
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Hatha Yoga – Raja Yoga – Asana Practise
What is HATHA – Yoga?

What exactly
ctly is the ancient science of h
hatha
atha yoga? Classically, it encompasses six basic groups of
practices and does not specifically mean asanas and pranayama. The sanskrit
anskrit word hatha originates
from the combination of two bija
ija mantras (basic or root sound
sounds) ha and tha.. These are the two
opposing currents or forces in the universe,
the positive and negative currents which
manifest in man as the mental force in ida
nadi and the pranic force associated with
physical dynamism in pingala nadi. The bija
mantra ha represents the solar flow in pingala
and tha signifies the lunar flow in ida nadi. The
purpose of hatha yoga is to establish perfect
harmony between these two pranic flows.
When they are perfectly balanced, prana will
begin to flow in sushumna, the most important nadi in the psychic body. In this way the person's
consciousness will expand and he will start to tread the path of spiritual enlightenment. Actually, this
is the ultimate purpose of all the branches of yoga b
but hatha yoga is unique. A variety of paths of
yoga continue to intertwine and inform each other. Some examples are:









Anusara Yoga:: Developed by John Friend in 1997; unifies a heart
heartcentred tantric
antric philosophy with bio
bio-mechanical principles of
alignment.
Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga:: Developed by T. Krishnamacharya and his
student Pattabhi Jois; systematic and sequential approach to the
asana practice where the postures are stratified into series. Vinyasa,
an energetic linking from one asan
asana to another, is used to create

and
nd maintain heat and a moving meditative state.
Ashtanga Yoga:: Called so by Baba Hari Dass, after Patanjali’s
Eightfold Path, not to be confused with ashtanga vinyasa yyoga.
Bikram’s Yoga:: A sequence of twenty
twenty-six postures in a room heated
to over 100º fahrenheit.
Iyengar Yoga:: B.K.S. Iyengar, another of Krishnamacharya’s
students, refined
fined his understanding of his gguru’s teachings after
moving
ving to Pune. He abandoned the vvinyasa style and focused his
teaching on health, structural alignment, and the
therapeutic benefits of
the postures.
Kundalini Yoga:: Awakening energy; kundalini yoga arrived in the
west
est in 1969, when Sikh Yogi Bhajan challenged tradition and began
to teach it publicly. This practice is designed to awaken kundalini
energy, which is stored at the base of the spine and often depicted
as a coiled snake. Kundalini mixes chanting, breathing practices, and
yoga exercises. The emphasis is not on asana, but rather on chanting
and breathing.
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Mysore Style:: Named after the city in India where Pattabhi Jois
teaches the Ashtanga Vinyasa method: a self
self-led practice with
supervision and physical adjustments by an instructor.
Vijnana Yoga:: A hatha yyoga practice developed by Donna
Holleman and Orit Sen Gupta, based on seven “vital principles”
designed
ed to use the body to explore the deeper layers of our being.
Viniyoga:: This gentle form of flow yoga places great emphasis on
the breath and coordinating breath with movement. Viniyoga’s
flowing movement or vinyasa
inyasa is similar to ashtanga’s dynamic series of poses, but performed
at a greatly reduced pace and stress level. Poses and flows are chosen to suit the student’s
abilities. It teaches the yoga student how to apply the tools of yoga: asana, chanting,
pranayama (control of breath), and meditation, in iindividual
ndividual practice. Developed by T.K.V.
Desikachar, the son of Krishnamacharya (teacher to some of the great yoga instructors
including Iyengar and Pattabhi Jois), Viniyoga places less stress on joints and knees as
postures are done with slightly bent knee
knees.
s. Viniyoga is considered excellent for beginners,
and is increasingly used in therapeutic environments.
Yin Yoga:: A term coined by Paul Grilley to describe a form of practice with an emphasis on
long-held
held postures, usually seated, supine or
prone. Yin Yoga's
ga's focus is on strengthening and
lengthening connective tissue, which in turn,
through meridian lines, have an effect on
optimal organ function.
Shivananda Yoga (Rishikesh series
series): developed
by Swami Shivananda. It is a logically sequence
of practise and a form of integral hatha yyoga

Raja Yoga: The Eight Limbs of Ashtanga (Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra)

Patanjali’s classical yoga
oga refers to the “Eigh
“Eight-Limbed
Limbed Path” of yoga practice. Later Swami Vivekanda
labelled as the “Yoga of King”” or raja yyoga. Like a tree with different branches that extend from the
same trunk, the eight limbs are different forms of practice, but lead to the ssame
ame goal of reunification
with consciousness.
onsciousness. The consciousness with which we seek unification is our own ttrue nature as
embodied spirit.

Yamas

The yamas
amas are universal ethical disciplines
referring to qualities that are supportive of
yoga practice and which
hich yoga practice
cultivates: non-violence,
violence, truthfulness, nonn
stealing, self restraint,, and non-hoarding.
n
A
spontaneous practice of non
on-violence to every
sentient being is indicative of an understanding
that we are all connected. What we do to
another we are doing to ourselves, as we are
all forms of the ONE.
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Niyamas

Niyamas are individual disciplines which include purity, contentment, dedication, self-study, and
devotion. These qualities can be cultivated—perhaps a better word would be “revealed”—within the
yogi. All the yamas and niyamas can be thought of as disciplines which reveal our true nature.
Sustained effort and devotion is necessary however, since our unconscious habits and predilections
will otherwise remain unseen.

Asana

The asana practice promotes physical strength, flexibility, health, a stable nervous system, and an
ability to sit for periods of time without discomfort, which a necessary prerequisite to meditation.
Patanjali, in his yoga sutras, only refers to asana as a posture for meditation, and probably never
foresaw the present emphasis on physical ability and fashion as part of asana practice. Each of us is a
little different in physicality, bone structure, and affinity for aspects of yoga practice. Many of us
would be unable to sit in meditation, as the body’s energies are scattered and one-pointed
concentration is difficult at first. Mindful asana practice creates a physical and energetic body
capable of withdrawing into itself, as performing postures is an exercise of moving prana consciously.
Without this awareness, yoga practice would not be able to “Cure the body of that restlessness
which is a sign of its inability to contain without working them off in action and movement the vital
forces poured into it from the universal life-ocean” (Sri Aurobindo).

Pranayama

Pranayama is not simply breath control. Prana, or the essential life-force, is responsible for all
functions of the body—heart, organs, brain, and breathe. The breath is our most obvious link to
prana, and the one that we can influence the most. Practicing pranayama brings us another step
closer to refining our internal awareness of the movement of prana. The practice of becoming more
sensitive is not to be approached with an attitude of domination, control, or athleticism, but an
opportunity to set the ego aside and simply notice.

Pratyahara

When the body becomes more readily still and the movement of prana is noticeable, the practice of
sense withdrawal becomes possible. This stage of practice is akin to the ripples on a lake becoming
stilled. External objects, be they desires created by the mind or anything else, are seen clearly as only
temporary. When we no longer cling to these objects and non- attachment becomes possible, our
true nature turns inward.

Dharana

Dharana is a state of refined concentration, with the movement of prana stable. This state is a
precursor to meditation.

Dyana

This is the deep state of meditation where the Yogi is wholly immersed, and senses are stilled. The
lake of individual consciousness is so still it reflects clearly the ultimate reality, that all is ONE.
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SURYA NAMASKARA (Salutation to the sun)

This dynamic exercise is not traditionally regarded as part of yoga practices but it is such a good
method of loosening up all the joints and muscles in the body, as well as massaging all the internal
organs, that it has been included in this book. It is an excellent exercise to do in the mornings after
taking a bath and before doing any other yogic techniques. If one feel
feelss tired at any time of the day,
this exercise will restore lost vitality, both physically and mentally. Surya namaskara is comprised of
12 positions, each of which corresponds to one of the 12 signs of the zodiac. One complete round of
surya namaskara consists
ists of these 12 positions performed in succession twice. Associated with each
of the 12 positions is a mantra, which for optimum benefit should be repeated verbally or mentally.
Pos. 1: PRANAMASANA (the prayer pose)

Aum Mitraya Namah: The sun is your friend. HE is
called Jaganmitra.. HE is lovable like a true friend.
frien You
miss HIM in his absence, you
ou ever long to experience
the joy of his warmth and affection. If the sun is not
in the sky you get disturbed – bodily and mentally.
Your appetite is lost. Nervousness takes hold of your
activities. You gather friends to restore your mood.
You eat hot and drink hot
ot and talk a lot to
compensate the absence of the warmth and joy of
the Sun God. If you go to a doctor to treat this
nervousness and indigestion he gives you medicines
to keep your body warm and keep the worms off too.
After raining when there is the sun again in the sky the whole nature, the personal and universal, is
changed instantly. The entire cosmos is filled with pure joy. Now you can understand why the people
from far off countries come to India to enjoy Sun
Sun- Bath. The touch of twilight has dramatic
dramati effect on
our body. It is a touch of warmth and care. It is a magic touch. It is a healing touch. It is the touch of
mother that calms down the crying child instantly. The touch of love and affection of the Sun God
cures our physical and mental worries. The Sun God is to us as Lord Krishna is to Arjuna. He is the
navigator of our life. He is the true friend of the entire universe. Pray the sun God who is intimate
and dear to us.
• Stand straight. • Close the right toe and
heel with the left. • Hands in Namaskar
position. • Palms closed. Fingers closed,
att right angle to the ground. • Thumb
ends touching the middle part of the
chest. • Forearms in line with the ground.
• Put your chest out. • Press your
shoulders
ers backward and pull them
downwards. • Keep your eyes on your
nose-tip.

Pranamasan: Retain your breath. (Kumbhak)
The vital point: The Anahat Chakra.
kra.
The colour of the Chakra: Yellow as that of the rising sun.
Location: In the centre of the chest.
Ruling element: The wind, Vayu.
Relation to body: Touch. Skin.
Objectives: To increase the elasticity of chest. Useful to treat and prevent: Nervous brea
breakdown, fits,
sensory deprivation etc. The chest cavity is enlarged to inhale more oxygen. The supply of more
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oxygen to all the cells activates the muscles. The experience of more energy and happiness is the
result.
Pos. 2: HASTA UTTANASANA (the raised arms pose) or urddhva-hasta-asan

Aum Ravaye Namah: The meaning of the word Ravi is Tej.
Glow. Shine. Good behaved pious men; saints and sages
have this glow on their faces. This is the Tej of the Sun
God. We bow to such people to get their blessings. The
light of the moon and stars, the heat of fire and Yadnya
Kunda everything is the Tej of the Sun God. The heat of the
body, the heat (Jatharagni) that digests food is the
presence of the Sun God in our body. If you are not well at
stomach just don’t eat after the sunset. The presence of
the Sun God, during daytime, will digest the food. The
seven power points (Sapta Chakra) in our body represent
the Sun God. These seven points control and govern our physical and mental activities. They are the
source of heat and energy to all our activities. If there is no heat in our body we are cold – we are no
more. Worship this Tej of the Sun God.
• Close your palms together. Put
your hands straight up. • Straighten
your hands and legs. • Fix your
heels on the ground. • Close your
right toe and heel with the left. •
Give upward stretch to your hands
and legs. • Look at the palms. •
Bend your head backward slowly,
gracefully. • Form an arch of the
body above waist.

Urddhva-hasta-asan: (Breath in.)
The vital point: The Vishudha Chakra.
The colour of the Chakra: Colour of smoke.
Location: At the base of the neck.
Ruling element: The space.
Relation to body: Sound and speech. Ears and speech organs.
Objectives: To give upward stretch to all muscles in the body, from ankles to
the index fingers. Useful to treat and prevent: Swelling (Internal and
external), knot in the muscle, wound with pus, pus discharge from eyes,
pimples and freckles on skin, etc. It relieves the pain of the neck shoulders,
arms, ankles and wrists.
rists. Gives stress and stretch to all the muscles from
ankles to neck. Chemical and physical process of respiration becomes strong
and healthy. Result is increase in the body height and health.
Pos. 3: PADAHASTASANA (the hand to foot pose)

Aum Suryaya Namah: The Sun God is one who always
activates others and is full of activities too. He is the
symbol of cosmic energy. The chariot of the Sun God is of
seven horses. The horses represent the seven days of the
week. They also stand for the seven colours of the
rainbow.
ainbow. The seven power points in our body have
different colours of their own. His work is colourful. It is
endless and unlimited as the combination & permutation
of colours. Nobody can pinpoint the exact time when the
activities of the Sun God started. TThe
he span of time of His activities cannot be counted either. The end
of His activities is beyond our imagination. HIS activities are varied. The food supplied to all the plants
is the same but the rose is not the same as other flowers. All the leaves of dif
different
ferent trees are not the
• Fix yourr palms flat on the ground.
• Adjust the big toes and the palms
in line. • Keep shoulder distance
between the palms. • Keep your
legs straight and knees
straightened. • Touch your chin to
the chest. • Touch your forehead
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same. The varieties of the trees and the leaves are uncountable. In this world there is no man alike in
looks or in deeds. HE is omnipresent in all and every act. When the sun rises in the sky all the
creatures & worms, birds & animals
mals start their work. Pray the Sun God to give inspiration and energy
to do good deeds.
Hasta-pad-asan: Breath out.
The vital point: The Swadhistan Chakra.
The colour of the Chakra: Sindur / Saffron
Location: At the tip of the spine and navel area
Ruling element: Jal, the water.
Relation to body: Taste. Tongue. Sleep.
Objectives: To stretch the muscles of the waist, back and shoulders.
Useful to treat and prevent: Urine problems, urine stone, sleeplessness,
general debility (weakness). Muscle pai
pain in the back, shoulders, throat,
chest, stomach is relieved.
lieved. Removes cough. Increase appetite. Helps
remove gases and toxic material. Sound sleep is the result.

Pos. 4: ASHWA SANCHALANASANA
SANCHALANASANA/ ardha-bhujang-asan (the equestrian pose)

Aum Bhanave Namah: The word ‘Bhanu’ means
‘light’, the day-light.
light. Darkness indicates
ignorance and light intelligence. The sun
removes darkness and makes us wise. The tug of
war, in your mind, always puts you
yo into puzzles.
It is the Adnya (agni) Chakara that guides you to
take the right decision. In this way the sun God is
the source of enlightenment to all of us. HE is the
model example for us all. Be HIS follower.
Perform your deeds in the light of the Sun. Be
helpful to others as the sun takes care of us all.
Expect no
returns for
your services to others, for the sun demands nothing from you.
The other examples in this ‘light’ are the rivers and the trees. In
fact the entire nature is the living model that communicates the
spirit of the Sun God. Bow to the Dnyan Surya, the wisdom of the
Sun God, to make us clever and intelligent.
• Keep the right foot and the palms firm on
the ground. • Maximum body weight of the
right leg. • Stretch the left leg backwards. •
Touch the left knee and toe to the ground. •
Fold the right knee. (The calf, the back part
of the thigh and the last rib off the right
chest touching each other.) • Keep both the
hands straight. Lift up the shoulders. • Put
your chest out. Lift up the shoulders to
touch the head. • Push your head
backwards. • Look towards the sky.

Ardha-bhujang-asan: Breathe in.
The vital point: The Adnya Chakra.
The colour of the Chakra: Lotus white.
Location: Between the two eyebrows or third eye.
Ruling element: Aakash. (Manas)
Relation to body: Mind
Objectives: To give downward stretch to the left leg.
Useful to treat and prevent: Respiratory diseases, hypertension etc. Thoughts become clear, brain
bright concentration sharp.
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Result: Intellectual work with confidence. Muscle pains in thighs, neck, back
back,, knees, calves, ankles are
relieved.
Pos. 5: Makar-asana (Plankpose)
Plankpose) or Parvatasana (mountain
(mountain- pose)

Aum Khagaya Namah: Kha means space,
Akash, and gama means go - one who
travels through the sky. It indicates the
presence of the sun, the sunrays and the
sun-warmth
warmth everywhere in the space. You
can’t find a pinch of place in the sea
without seawater so iss the sun in the
universe. There is no place, neither in our
body nor outside in the entire universe,
without the sunrays. You yourself can
experience this fact. Close your eyes. Ask someone to put on and off the electric tube light. Though
your eyes are closed,
losed, you get the feel of the tube light. You can measure and count time in days,
weeks, months, years because of the sunrise and the sunset. The sun reminds us of the passing days
and years. Life is the sum total of days, weeks, months and years. With Hi
Hiss own example HE prompts
us not to waste time. Wasting time in doing nothing is going fast near to the death point. It is a slow
suicide. So pray to the Sun God to give us energy and wisdom to use the life span in the self
self-help and
in the service to others.
• Keep both the hands in the same position. •
Take the weight of the body on the hands and the
shoulders. • Lift the shoulders up. • Stretch the
right leg backwards. • Close the feet. Stretch
them straight backwards. • Straighten your legs
and knees, arms and elbows. • Keep your body head to heels - in straight line in slanting position
• Fix your eyes on the ground at the right angle to
the body.

Makar-asan: Breath out.
The vital point: The Vishudha Chakra.
The colour of the Chakra: Colour of smoke.
Location: At the base of the neck.
Ruling element: Aakash, The space.
Relation to body: Sound and speech. Ears and speech
organs.
Objectives: To give downward stretch toward the feet.
Useful to treat and prevent: Swelling (Internal and external), knot in the muscle, wound with pus, pus
discharge from eyes, pimples and freckles on skin, etc. It relieves
elieves the pain of the neck shoulders,
arms, ankles,
es, wrists. Gives stress and stretch to all the muscles from ankles to neck. Chemical and
physical process of respiration becomes strong and healthy. Result is increase in the body height and
health
• Don’t move the palms and the toes. •
Pos. 6: ASHTANGANAMASKARA (the salute with 8 limbs)
Take the body weight on your hands. •
Rest the knees on the floor. • Bend the
Aum Pushne Namah: The word Pushan means one that
arms at the elbow. • Press the chin to
provides nutrition. The sun is the source of all types of
the chest. • Touch the ground with the
food and medicines. Food is the only source o
of energy,
eight points of your body. (Forehead,
other than the Cosmic Energy, that builds our body. It
chest, knees, palms, toes.)
t
• Push both
gives wisdom – intellect to perceive the meaning of things
the elbows inside, towards each other. •
& thoughts and power to act accordingly. So you should
Uplift and hold the hip part of your
be grateful to the sun god for providing food to you. You
body.
should give respect and regard to the food you eat.
Engaging yourself in other activities while eating food is a
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sort of insult to the food and the Sun God. Hence, watching TV, reading or playing games while
eating should be avoided. The sun, directly or indirectly, offers llight,
ight, heat and energy round the
clock. The Sun God is all very important for us to sustain life. You may have read news in the
newspaper. The news is to the effect that there is a man who eats nothing. He is without food for
years together. He drinks only water and eats no food. He does Yogasana, in the open field, in the
morning and in the evening at a particular time. The SuryaTej provides him energy to perform the
routine work of the day. Do you know that a baby tortoise gets its nourishment through the
affectionate look of the mother tortoise? Here, offer your respect to the sun God for providing you
with food, light, heat, and energy.

Asthang-namaskar-asan: Retain breath. (Kumbhak)
The vital point: The Manipur Chakra.
The colour of the Chakra: Blue
Location: At the navel.
Ruling element: Agni, The fire.
Relation to body: Sight and feeling. The eyes and
the brain.
Objectives: To lift up the centre part of the body to massage the entire muscles of the belly. Useful to
treat and prevent: Asthma,
thma, piles, arthritis, digestion problems etc. It builds you healthy. Bright eyes,
glow on the face, dark & long hair, long stamina and strong body is the result. The involvement of
brain and mind in your activities become keen and sharp.
Pos. 7: BHUJANGASANA (the cobra pose)

Aum Hiranyagarbhaya Namah: The word Hiranya means
gold, golden. Gold is dear to us. Everybody loves to
possess it because it is pure in
n every respect. It is a pure
currency. It is the absolute TRUTH / PranTatwa that
enfolds the entire universe. The craving for gold is
unlimited. The sun gives us pure gold. Agni, the fire burns
out all the impurities from the gold ore. The twilight is
golden
den in colour. It covers the entire universe in its fold. It
turns the entire universe into gold – pure gold. The time
of twilight is the best period for meditation / Tapa for
study. The sunlight makes everything visible. It has given
birth to the universe.. So Hiranyagarbha means the womb
of the entire universe. The sun element is everywhere in the cosmos. The centre part of the earth
and other planets is hot as the sun. This is why all the stars and planets turn round themselves and
rotate around the sun in
n their fixed orbit. All the stars and planets have (evolved) developed
gradually from the sun. The Sun God is the creator of all the living and non
non-living
living things. The sun God
is omnipotent. The cycle of nature – the Sun, the water, the clouds, the winds, the rain and the
farming –ever
ever goes on only because of the Sun God. HE is all
all-powerful,
powerful, possessing complete and
unlimited power, energy and authority over everything and everybody. HE is the master of the entire
universe. Focus your attention on HIS abilit
abilityy and capacity and pray HIM to give a tiny part of HIS
ability as blessings.
• Don’t disturb the position of the
palms. • Keep the arms straight.
Straighten the elbow. • Throw the
head and the shoulders back. •
Puff up and enlarge your chest. •
Look towards the sky. • Pull the
waist towards the centre between
tween
the palms. • Don’t disturb the
position of the feet. • Touch the
knees to the ground. • Form arch
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Anatomy

The respiratory system

Importance of respiratory system
 Every cell in the body requires oxygen to function. The respiratory system, which includes air
passages, pulmonary vessels, the lungs and breathing muscles, provides oxygenated blood to
the body tissues (cells) and removes waste gases, carbon dioxide.
 Supplying
plying the cells with oxygen for biological oxidation.
 Cell respiration in the mitochondria for the purpose of energy release.

respiratory system

breath in
abdominal breathing

external respiration
retention/ keep

internal respiration

breath out

thoracical breathing

Internal respiration = cellular respiration = biological oxidation

It is a biochemical process - organic, energy rich compounds (glucose) are completely degraded into
water and CO2 in order to gain energy (ATP). Location: cell / mitochondrion
External respiration




Respiratory gas exchange at lungs breathing,
absorption of oxygen to cells,
release
elease of carbon dioxide.

Way of breathing gases


inhaled air, lungs  gas exchange alveolus  O2 delivery to the blood (blood circulation) 
body cells  CO2 release to the blood (blood circulation)  gas exchange alveolus 
exhaled air; lungs
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Respiratory tract

-

first section: upper respiratory tract - the nose, sinuses, pharynx
second section: lower respiratory tract - larynx, trachea, main bronchi (left, right),
right) lungs
(bronchi, bronchioles, alveoli)

section
nose, mouth
(pharynx)
larynx
(voice box)
trachea
(windpipe)

bronchia and
bronchioles
(bronchial tree)
alveoli

structure

nose hair
mucosa with goblet cell

cilia
olfactory
lfactory cells
many blood capillaries
cartilaginous entrance to the
trachea with vocal cords
epiglottis

10-12
12 cm long
annular cartilage elements
mucosa with cilia
cartilages and cartilage plates
muscle fibers
mucosa with cilia

tiny air--filled sacs
thin membrane surrounded by
pulmonary capillaries

function
unction

mechanical cleaning
mucus secretion - bonding of the
particles, bacteria, viruses and other
clean and moisten the air
to smell
warms the air
phonation
occlusion of the trachea during
swallowing of food

keeping open the tube
removal of particles, moisten the air
keeping open the bronchi
contraction of respiratory support
moisten the air, removal of particles
air-conducting
gas exchange
membrane as a blood-air
blood
barrier

The lungs
The bronchial tubes lead to the lobes of the lungs. The right lung has three lobes,, the left lung has
two. The left lung is smaller to allow room for the heart. Lobes are filled with small, spongy sacs
called alveoli, where the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide takes place. Pleura: membranous
sac that envelops each lung.
The role of the diaphragm in breathing
The breathing process is aided by a large dome
domeshaped muscle under the lungs, sseparating the
thoracic and abdominal cavities, ccalled the
diaphragm.




Nerves from the brain send impulses to
the diaphragm and intercostals muscles,
stimulating
timulating them to contract or relax.
When you breathe in, the diaphragm
contracts downward, creating a vacuum
that causes a rush of fresh air into the
lungs.
The opposite occurs with exhalation, where the diaphragm relaxes upwards, pushing on the
lungs, allowing
llowing them to deflate.
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The medulla oblongata (or medulla) is
the part of the brainstem,
brainstem that is
situated between the pons and the
spinal cord.
The medulla contains
the cardiac, respiratory,
respiratory vomiting and
vasomotor centres therefore deals
with the autonomic (involuntary)
functions of breathing,
breathing heart
rate and blood pressure.
pressure
Breath in (puraka):
(puraka)
When inhaled, a distinction is made
between thoracic and abdominal
breathing (diaphragmatic breathing).
breathing

Thoracic breathing:
tension of the muscles between the ribs  lifting ribs and chest  enlarged thoracic
horacic -> expansion of
lungs  aspirating the respiratory air
Abdominal breathing (yogic breathing or naturally breathing)
breathing):
tension of the diaphragm  flattening of the dome of the diaphragm  expansion of the chest
down  expansion of lungs  aaspirating the respiratory air  space low below diaphragm 
viscera must be moved down and pushing the abdominal wall in front
Gas exchanges
Gas exchange in the lungs and in the alveoli is between the alveolar air and the blood in the
pulmonary capillaries. This exchange is a result of increased concentration of oxygen (O2) and a
decrease of carbon dioxide (CO2). This process of exchange is done through diffusion.
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Breath out (rechaka)
During quiet breathing, expiration is normally a passive process and does not require muscles to
work (rather it is the result of the muscles relaxing).
the lungs are stretched and expanded
stretch receptors within the alveoli send inhibitory nerve
impulses to the medulla oblongata
diaphragm, intercostals’ muscles relax  elastic recoil -> creates a
positive pressure in lungs
stop sending signals to the rib cage and diaphragm to contract
air moves out of the lungs
When under physical or emotional stress, more frequent and deep breathing is needed, and both
inspiration and expiration will work as active processes.
Extend information:

Respiratory epithelium is found in the following locations. Upper respiratory tract: pharynx, sinuses, larynx,
epiglottis, velum, tuba auditiva Eustachii. Lower respiratory tract: trachea, bronchia, bronchioles
Nasal breathing preferred
In the rest, it is useful to breathe through the nose. Nasal breathing promotes good basic tension throughout
the body, stimulates the diaphragm activity and leads to a deep Inhalation.
Well metered tone
Attitude = dynamic interplay between the skeleton and muscles, in confrontation with gravity.
Good posture:
Well measured basic tension in the muscles respiratory movement gets space in all directions; even in the back
work of breathing is effective and economical
Poor posture:
Muscles must keep compensate more, no muscle relaxation = less room for breathing movements increasing
the work of breathing, breathing becomes stressful, restricted work
Side stitch
The most plausible explanation for emergence of side piercing is the oxygen deficiency of the diaphragm.
Occurs at:






little-trained people with too high training intensity
inadequate exhalation - the diaphragm blood flow only during expiration
the shorter the exhalation, the less blood and oxygen reach the diaphragm (rapidly run)
eating just before practising - much oxygen for digestion, missing the diaphragm.
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Blood and lymph circulation system

Importance of blood
Blood is a body fluid as "liquid
liquid organ system
system",, consists of solid particles (blood cells) and plasma. It
circulates within the blood circulation through the body. The heart acts as a motor / pump.
Function:

 mass transport: e.g. oxygen
xygen (bound to
hemoglobin), vitamins and nutrients (as
glucose, amino acid, fatty acids) to supply
cells; removal of pollutants and
degradation products to the excretory
organs (as carbon dioxide, urea, lactic
acid)
 heat control:: transport of heat,
maintaining body temperature (about 36
3637°C (thermoregulation)
 signal transmission: transport of
hormone (chemical messengers) - from
the production site to the site of action
 buffer system: pH of the blood 7.4 (limits:
7.36 to 7.44), keeping constant the value
- to balance acid-base
base homeostasis
 defence: against pollutants, exogenous
substances and pathogens
 blood coagulation

Composition of blood

1

2
3
1 red blood cells
2 platelet
3 white bloodcells
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blood

blood volume 4-6 litres
solid components,, blood cells 45%

liquid component,, blood plasma 55%

blood cells

blood plasma

erythrocytes (red blood cells)
leukocytes (white blood cells)
thrombocytes (platelets)

blood serum and
clotting factors

origin blood cells

erythrocyte
/
erythrocyte
/ red blood
cells red blood cells

size :
7.5 microns
form:
round, dented in the
middle, bikonkav
special: no nucleus,
haemoglobin, highly flexible,
spleen as memory
3
number: 5 million / mm
function: transport of oxygen
partly of carbon
dioxide

blood plasma without
clotting factors

transparent, yellow liquid
90 percent: water
10 percent:
proteins, salts (calcium--, potassium- and
magnesium - ions and more), hormones,
dissolved gases, metabolic waste products
thrombocytes
thrombocytes
/ /
platelets
platelets

size:
1-3 microns
form:
disk-like, flat,
protuberances possible
special: no cell nucleus,
constricted by bone
marrow cells
number: 1500003
400000 / mm
function: blood clotting,
wound closure

activated
cell

lifetime: 100 - 120 day
(>4month)
origin: red bone marrow
(long bones,
sternum, vertebrae)

blood serum

lifetime: 8 - 12 days
origin:

bone marrow

leukocytes / white blood cells (1)
leukocytes / white blood cells *
size:
form:

7 - 20 microns
various forms,
some are amoeboid
a
mobile
specials: with cell nucleus,
without hemoglobin
3
number: adult
adult 4000-10000 / mm
function:
-different
-destroy
destroy the invaders (nonspecific)
-formation
formation antibodies (specific)
-formation
formation of killer cells (specific)
-formation
formation memory cells (specific)

lifetime: granulocytes few hours,
hour
monocytes 1 - 2 days, the memory cells
decades
origin: red bone marrow, depending
on the cell type and task maturation in
lymphatic system (lymph nodes,
thymus, spleen, tonsils, bone marrow)
subgroups:
granulocytes, monocytes, lymphocytes
(1)
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Nonspecific defense

monocyte: phagocytosis in the blood
macrophage: from monocyte, phagocytosis
in tissue and lymph
granulocyte: phagocytosis of pathogens in blood
Specific defense

B-lymphocytes: production of antibodies,
memory cells
granulocytes
(maturing in the bone marrow)
T-lymphocytes: production of killer cells that destroy viruses infected body cells, memory cells
(maturation
aturation in the thymus)
Blood vessels

arteries (aorta)

veins

capillaries

thick muscular layer
(tunica media)

thin muscle layer
(tunica media)

no muscle, wall one cell thick
(permeable cells)

blood flows under high
pressure
(prevent backflow of blood)
in pulses

blood flow under lower
pressure than arteries, foot and
leg muscles - as a natural pump
no pulse

blood flow under lower
pressure than arteries but
higher than veins
no pulse

transport blood to the heart

connects arteries and veins,
exchange between blood and
organs / tissue

no valves

more elastic tissue - high
pressure resistant

transport blood away from the
heart

venous valves
(prevent backflow of blood)

less elastic tissue

no valves

no elastic tissue

arteriol

venule

capillary

1

2

3

artery

4

vein

1 valve
2 endothelium
3 smooth muscles
and elastic fibres
4 connective tissue

Effect of venous valves
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Importance of heart
The human heart is the central organ of the circulatory system. IItt is a hollow, muscular organ, works
as a pressure and suction pump and pumps about 5 to 6 liters of blood per minute through the
human body. It is necessary to provide a continuous circulation of blood throughout the body and to
supply all organs.

Structure of the heart
The heart is located behind the sternum, in the "pericardium". It sits at the bottom of the diaphragm
and is grown there. The shape of the heart like a fist
fist-sized
sized rounded cone, whose tip points
downward, slightly to the left front.
closed

closed

open

open
Pulmonary
valve (open)

aortic valve
(open)

septum
bicuspid
valve

tricuspid
valve

Function of heart
Responsible for the action of the heart are electrical impulses, starting from the sinus node.
node Sinus
node is located in the right
ght atrium and gives rhythm of the heartbeat. Blood flows through the heart
in one direction, from the atria to the ventricles and is prevented from flowing backwards by the
tricuspid, bicuspid, aortic and pulmonary valves. The heart is a muscle, needs tension
ten
and
relaxation.
Is there any relaxation of the heart? The cardiac cycle: The
he full cycle of contraction and relaxation
rela







Systole

tension - expulsion - blood flows out
the atria are relaxed and collect
blood, the ventricles of the heart are
contracted to pump blood to the
body
heart valves will shut (tricuspid and
mitral valves)
aortic and pulmonary valves are open






Diastole

relaxation - filling - blood flows in
the atria are contracted to pump blood to
the ventricles, the ventricles are relaxed
and fill with blood
heart valves are open (tricuspid and mitral
valves)
pulmonary and aortic valves are closed

At the same time blood is flowing into the right and the left atrium.
The atria and ventricles work in concert.

oatria and ventricles is divided into two parts.
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four main heart valves

action

systolic

diastolic

tricuspid valve
dicuspid valve
(mitral valve)

aortic valve
pulmonary
valve

closed

closed

cardiac muscle contracted

closed

open

cardiac muscle relaxes,
not yet stretched

closed

closed

open

closed

phase (ventricle)

tension
expulsion
(ejection)
relaxation
filling

cardiac muscle builds tension,
no contraction

cardiac muscle relaxes
and stretched

Heart rate (high for newborn, lower for children, gets higher as a person gets older):





resting heart rate of a newborn - 120 beats per minute (bpm)
adult resting heart rate - 60 to 100 bpm
exercise, fitness level and age can all affect the heart rate
athlete's (yogi’s) heart rate can be lower than 60 bpm - during exercise
ise 150 bpm till 220 bpm

Blood pressure:

... is the pressure of the blood in a blood vessel.
specifying in: “Torr” or millimetres of mercury
unit symbol: mmHg
normal blood pressure: 120/80 mmHg

